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Abstract

Routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks usually discover routes by flooding the entire network with control packets; this technique is known as blind flooding. This paper presents NARD, a Neighbor-Assisted Route Discovery protocol for wireless ad hoc networks. In NARD, a source node floods a limited portion of the network looking not only for the destination node, but also for routing information of other nodes (called neighbors) that were known to be near the destination node recently. Neighbor nodes can be used as anchor points where a second limited flooding takes place in search for the destination node. Because only a limited portion of the network is flooded by control packets near the source and destination nodes, NARD can significantly reduce the signaling overhead of route discovery compared with blind flooding techniques. Simulations with NS2 were undertaken to verify the validity of our approach.

1. Introduction

An ad hoc network is a collection of nodes equipped with a wireless interface located in an area where there is not a significant fixed infrastructure in place. Because nodes have a limited range, it is usually necessary that some nodes participate in the routing process relaying packets among source-destination pairs. This type of routing is also known as multi-hop routing. Finding routes among nodes has been the main research challenge since the origins of ad hoc networks in the 70’s. Even today, there is a significant amount of research going on in this area [4] [11].

Routing protocols for ad hoc networks are typically divided as either proactive or reactive. Proactive protocols discover routes from any node to all the other nodes in the network in advance, and these routes are periodically updated as route changes occur. Proactive protocols have the main advantage that whenever a node needs to send a packet to other node, there is already a route available, however more signaling overhead is needed. Reactive protocols, on the other hand, discover routes on demand only when they are needed. This operation adds a delay while a route is found, however less signaling overhead is needed in general compared with proactive protocols.

Many routing protocols recommended by the Mobile Ad hoc Network Working Group of the IETF (MANET) are reactive. Routing protocols in this category discover routes (the route-discovery phase) only after there is a need for it. Once a route is found, data packets can then be forwarded from source to destination.

In this paper we focus on the route-discovery phase of reactive routing protocols for ad hoc networks. Although there are several improved proposals for route-discovery (proposals that are discussed later in this paper), the blind-flooding technique remains as the most widely used protocol in practice. Blind flooding operates as follows. A source node transmits a broadcast control packet to announce its intention to communicate with a certain destination node. Nodes overhearing this request retransmit this control packet, thus increasing the coverage area of the search. This simple mechanism has the effect of flooding the network with control packets from the source node to the entire network. Blind flooding is adequate for small, low-density and slow-mobility networks, otherwise blind flooding could generate a prohibitive number of control packets.

This paper presents Neighbor-Assisted Route Discovery (NARD), an efficient route-discovery protocol for wireless ad-hoc networks. NARD is intended for medium to large ad hoc networks where traditional flooding is not a practical solution. In NARD, a source node floods a limited portion of the network looking not only for the destination node, but also for information related to other nodes (called neighbors) that were known to be near the destination node recently. Neighbor nodes can be used as anchor points where a second limited flooding takes place in search for the destination node. Because only two limited portions of the network near the source and destination nodes are flooded, the signaling overhead is significantly reduced compared with traditional flooding techniques. Simulations with NS2 were undertaken to verify the validity of our approach.
flooded by control packets, NARD can significantly reduce the signaling overhead of route discovery compared with blind flooding techniques.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 discusses previous work in this area. In Section 3, we present the motivation and a detailed description of NARD while Section 4 provides some guidelines to select the appropriate scope of the first and second flooding that guarantee with a high probability that the destination will be found while at the same time will minimize the signaling overhead. Section 5 presents a performance evaluation of NARD in a network simulator and a performance comparison with blind flooding and FRESH [4]. Finally, in Section 6, we present some final remarks.

2. Related Work

The work developed in the MANET group of the IETF in the past years represents the baseline work in this area of research. As we mentioned before, most MANET routing protocols rely on blind-flooding to discover routes. There are however, variations of this technique that are worth mentioning here. In DSR [1], for example, there is a provision for reducing the scope of the route discovery to \( N \) hops only. The rationale here is that if a node manages to find the destination node within this limited search, then a big reduction in signaling traffic can be achieved. However, in case the destination node is not found within this limited search, a full search becomes necessary thus generating even more signaling, plus the increased delay involved in finding the destination node with two searches.

FRESH [4] is an algorithm for efficient route discovery in mobile ad hoc networks. In FRESH, nodes keep a record of their most recent encounter times with all nodes. Instead of searching for the destination node directly, the source node searches in a limited portion of the network for any node that has encountered the destination node more recently than the source node did itself. This procedure continues until the destination is finally reached. Because FRESH represents the state of the art and possibly the closest competitor we compare its performance with NARD in Section 5.1.

Fireworks [11] is a protocol for managing multicast groups in mobile ad hoc networks. In [11], the authors assume that members of a multicast group are grouped locally in an ad hoc network, and therefore, it is more efficient (i.e., it generates less signaling) to simply broadcast multicast packets to all members rather than sending independent unicast packets to each member. As we will show later, Fireworks is similar to the last operational phase of NARD. In both protocols a unicast packet is broadcasted in a limited area, however, while in Fireworks this process is related to multicast group communications, in NARD, this process is related to node encounter times and node mobility.

A different way of discovering routes in ad hoc networks is by taking advantage of location information or Cartesian Routing [5], which assigns each node with a unique identifier and geographic location to send the packets through the closest neighbor to the destination node. A similar approach to Cartesian Routing is GLS [2], which gets location information by means of a service such as GPS in terms of latitude and longitude. GPSR [3] is a geographic routing system that uses a planar sub-graph of the wireless network graph to route around holes. Both, GLS and GPSR are designed for large metropolitan area networks, but they need a high node density and expensive location devices that do not always work well within urban areas.

3. NARD

Opposite to blind-flooding where the entire network is flooded with control packets, NARD floods only two arbitrarily small regions in the network. One region is centered at the source node while the other region is located in the vicinity of the destination node. In this way NARD is capable of reducing significantly the number of control packets used for route-discovery, thus freeing precious bandwidth for data packets.

The main innovation of our approach is that the source node performs a limited search looking not only for the destination node, but also for routing information about nodes that were neighbors of the destination node recently (see Figure 1). The source node sends unicast packets to those neighbors which then perform an additional limited search looking for the destination node. NARD is composed of three phases called neighbor discovery, neighbor search and target search which are explained below.

**Neighbor discovery:** In NARD, all nodes collect neighbor information by means of overhearing packets from other nodes. A node can overhear packets by putting its transceiver into “promiscuous mode”. These observed packets can be either data or control packets. When a node has not transmitted any data packets for a while, it may transmit an explicit control packet called “Hello” so its current neighbors can learn about its presence. Hello packets are quite small (IP headers basically) and are not retransmitted by other nodes in order to limit the signaling overhead. Similarly, Hello packets may not be always necessary. Anytime a node transmits its own data packets or forwards packets from other nodes, its one-hop neighbors can learn about its presence. Similarly, the rate of Hello packets transmitted by each node is constant and independent of size. A node can also control the rate of Hello packets according to its own needs (e.g., power reserves, network congestion etc.). A node can even stop transmitting Hello packets if
it is not expecting any connection with other node in the near future. For these reasons we won’t present quantitative overhead measurements of Hello packets in the evaluation section.

Nodes collect and store neighbor information in a neighbor table (NT) and every time a connection is established, source and destination nodes exchange their corresponding neighbor tables (see Figure 2a). All nodes keep in memory their own neighbor tables, plus other neighbor tables acquired while communicating with other nodes that function as either source or destination.

The structure of the neighbor table includes the fields [IP address, time stamp, EP] where the first field is the IP address of the overheard node, and a time stamp is the time when the entry was created/updated, and EP is a flag that indicates whether the overheard packet was transmitted by an end point of a connection (either source or destination). A node learns that an overhead packet comes from an end point by relating the IP and MAC addresses of the packet. The EP flag will be used later in Section 4 in order to compute the initial scope of the first flooding (setting the $n$ parameter).

**Neighbor search:** Whenever a node intends to transmit a packet to another node, it checks whether it has a valid route to it, in case a route is available the packet is relayed to the next hop immediately. When no route is available, the source node creates and transmits a Route Request packet (RREQ) including source and destination IP addresses in it. This initial search is limited to only $n$ hops away from the source node (see Figure 2b). In this RREQ the source node looks not only for the destination node, but also for routing information about recent neighbors of the destination node. Upon receiving a RREQ, a node queries its routing table first, in case there is no route to the destination node, it queries its neighbor table and other neighbor tables from other nodes obtained during neighbor discovery. In case a node has a route to either the destination node directly or to past neighbors of the destination node, it answers via a RREP unicast packet back to the source node.

In case no routing information is collected in this phase (to either the destination node or to neighbors), a larger area search becomes necessary. A second search, however, may generate even more signaling overhead and longer delays compared with blind-flooding techniques. Therefore, it is important to choose the right value of $n$ in order to find routing information related to the destination node in the first attempt and with the minimum amount of signaling overhead. In Section 4 we give some guidelines about choosing the initial value of $n$.

**Target search:** Upon collecting routing information about past neighbors of the destination node, the source node sends few unicast packets to each neighbor found, we call these control packets “Search” (see Figure 2c). We recommend sending 2-3 Search packets to each neighbor found because Search packets may not always reach the target neighbor because heavy traffic congestion or broken routes may be present.

Upon receiving a Search packet, a neighbor node checks whether it has routing information about the destination node, otherwise it constructs a new RREQ packet with the IP address of the destination node as the searched node. This new RREQ is flooded to an area limited by $k$ hops. In case the destination node is found in this search, it answers with a RREP to the neighbor that made the request which then forwards the RREP back to the source node so communication can be started.

The scope of the second flooding (controlled by the $k$ parameter) can be determined according to the last encounter time with the destination node as well as node mobility. An old recorded encounter with the destination node or a high mobility scenario makes the routing information to become obsolete faster as time passes, making it necessary to search in a larger area. A discussion about how to choose the parameter $k$ is presented in Section 4. Under this scheme, only a small region of the network near the destination node will be flooded by control packets as it is illustrated in Figure 2c.

In NARD, the final route between source and destination nodes is the concatenation of two routes, a first route from the source node to a neighbor node, and a second route from that neighbor to the destination node. This final
route, however, may have more hops than necessary compared with a route obtained by a traditional MANET protocol using blind-flooding. In such cases, there are already route shortening algorithms [1] available that can be used to remove some unnecessary links. Even without considering route shortening mechanisms, the great reduction of control packets achieved by NARD justifies the occasional increased hop count.

It is important to note that although the $n$ and $k$ parameters appear to have similar roles (i.e., they both limit the scope of the flooding) finding a good value for them obeys totally different basis. The parameter $n$ on one hand, is related to how much traffic is present in the network while the $k$ parameter, on the other hand, is related to the dispersion of nodes as time passes. A detailed discussion of choosing the values of $n$ and $k$ is presented below.

4. Selecting the scope of the neighbor and target searches

The performance of NARD, as many other routing protocols used in ad hoc networks, is influenced by node and network dynamics [6] [7]. In NARD, in particular, choosing the scope of the first and second searches (the $n$ and $k$ parameters) plays a key role in the performance and accuracy of the route-discovery phase using NARD.

4.1. The scope of the neighbor search

The scope of the neighbor-search in which a source node searches for routing information related to either the destination node or about recent neighbors of the destination node is controlled by the $n$ parameter. Choosing $n$ large increases the area of the search and thus the probability of finding more routing information that may lead toward finding the destination node, however more signaling overhead is generated. Clearly an opposite tradeoff applies when $n$ is small. However, intuition suggests that node density and traffic conditions impact the selection of $n$. With a high node density, for example, more nodes overhear each transmission on the average, however, neighbor information is useless unless there is data traffic that propagates this local information to other parts of the network (remember that source and destination nodes exchange their neighbor tables at the beginning of a connection). In practice, with no global view of density and traffic conditions in the network, a node needs to guess the value of $n$ based on its local view of the network only. For example, a node can approximate the total number of connections in the network by extrapolating the number of connections (either source or destination) it overhears within its range. Now we present a simple method that can be used to choose the initial value of $n$.

Figure 3 illustrates a network where node $S$ is about to send a RREQ limited to $n$ hops looking for routing information related to node $D$. Following the notation in Figure 3, let $EP_{ij}$ be the number of End Points of connections (either source or destination) that are located within an area
Finally the value of $n$ is found from (2) as

$$n \approx \sqrt{\frac{\beta A_T}{\pi (\beta A_{Rn} + \beta)}} R$$  \hspace{2cm} (3)$$

It is possible that this initial choice for $n$ may result in retrieving no routing information or retrieving too much of it. In both cases it is necessary to use an adaptive algorithm to adjust its value in further searches according to how successful the initial value of $n$ was (using Equation 3). A simple algorithm that can perform this task is the following:

i) compute $n$ using Equation 3 and launch the neighbor search flooding

ii) increase the value of $n$ by one if no routing information was retrieved in the previous attempt

iii) repeat (ii) until routing information is retrieved

iv) decrease the value of $n$ in further searches if too many nodes replied back to the source node (i.e., $\beta >> 1$). Here we recommend $\beta$ to be set to two or three because Search packets may either get lost before reaching its intended neighbor, or because neighbors may not find the destination node during the second search.

4.2. The scope of the target search

Let us consider the problem of determining the scope of the second search so that nodes that were originally neighbors can still be reachable within $k$ hops after some time. How fast nodes move around and how old was the last encounter time with the destination node determine the optimum scope of the second search. An old entry in a neighbor table or high mobility conditions (i.e., fast spreading of the nodes) makes necessary to find the destination node in a larger area (higher overhead).

Let us consider an ad-hoc network and let us place the origin of the coordinate system at the position occupied by the destination node at time zero. Let us assume that all nodes in the network move according to a two-dimensional random walk mobility model as follows. Every $T$ seconds each node randomly chooses whether to move left or right and independently whether to move north or south. Since the moving direction has been individually defined, they move $s$ meters in that direction during $T$ seconds. It can be easily shown that, after $t$ seconds, the distance $r$ measured from the origin to the position of the destination node follows a Rayleigh distribution [12]. Therefore, the probability that the destination node remains within a circle of radius $C$, after $t$ seconds, is given by the Rayleigh CDF as follows,

$$P\{r < C\} = 1 - e^{-r^2/(2\alpha s^2)} \quad 0 < r < \infty, \ t > 0$$  \hspace{2cm} (4)$$

where $\alpha = s^2/T$. Equation 4 can be used in order to determine the required search area that would allow us to

---

$^{1}$Various mobility models have this property however the random way point model, for example, creates higher density of nodes in the center of the network and this type of behavior needs further study.
find the destination node at time \( t \) with an arbitrarily high probability \( \epsilon \). Thus, the target search should expand over a circular area of radius \( C \) given by

\[
C = \sqrt{-2\alpha t \ln(1-\epsilon)}
\]  

(5)

Now let us consider the set of one-hop neighbors of the destination node at time zero (i.e., nodes that were originally located within \( R \) meters from the destination node). We are interested in locating this set of nodes at time \( t \) with probability \( \epsilon \). Since the diffusion process affects all nodes in the same manner, we can locate the destination node and its former neighbors in a circular area of radius \( 2C + R \). Thus we can approximate \( k \) as

\[
k \approx \frac{2C}{R} + 1
\]  

(6)

5. Performance Evaluation

NARD was implemented using the NS2.28 network simulator. In this implementation of NARD we used the DSR routing protocol as a starting point. We replaced the route-discovery mechanism of DSR with NARD instead. As we mentioned before, NARD is not tied to any routing protocol in particular, and it can be used with any reactive protocol replacing its route-discovery mechanism. In order to control the number of hops that a route request (RREQ) is propagated in the network, we modified the time-to-live value of the RREQ (16 hops is the default in DSR), so that we can control its value to a fixed small number.

In what follows, we present an experimental performance evaluation of NARD under different network conditions to stress its advantages and disadvantages. In all cases, mobile nodes use the standard IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol running at 2 Mbps and nodes move according to the random way-point mobility model [10]. Table 1 shows the parameters used in the experiments.

On each simulation, a number of \( Z \) random connections are created before a route-discovery search is performed with NARD for the \( Z + 1 \) connection (scenarios for \( Z \) equal to 0, 10, 30, 60, 80 and 100 previous connections were considered). The results shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 are related to the \( Z + 1 \) connection only, and are compared to those obtained by standard DSR (blind-flooding) under similar conditions. All connections are of type UDP/CBR transmitting a 100-byte long packet every 1 second. We fixed \( n = 1 \) and \( k = 3 \) in order to compare the performance of the protocol with respect to the number of connections only. In section 5.1 we compare NARD with FRESH and we will use the optimum values of \( n \) and \( k \) derived previously. The points shown in Figures 4 and 5 are the result of averaging over 10 different scenarios with different seed numbers which modified the location and mobility patterns of each node in the simulation.

Figures 4a, 4b and 4c show the performance of NARD for the \( Z + 1 \) connection for 0, 2 and 10 m/s, respectively. This includes

i) Neighbors found: the number of found routes to different neighbors of the destination node. This information is collected by the source node during the neighbor-search phase.

ii) Neighbors reached: the number of neighbors reached by the source node with unicast Search packets, and

iii) Destination reached: the number of neighbors reached by Search packets that could find the destination node during the second search.

Figure 4a shows the performance of NARD with no mobility. As expected, we observe that the number of neighbors found in the neighbor-search phase increases as the number of connections in the network rises. This is a direct result of the neighbor discovery phase where source-destination pairs exchange their corresponding neighbor tables. Probably the main drawback of NARD is that it requires some background traffic to work properly. The good news is that even for few connections (e.g., 10 connections in Figure 4a) some information about neighbors of the destination node was retrieved during the neighbor-search phase. In this figure we also observe that most Search packets sent by the source node reached their intended neighbor except for high traffic conditions. Packets that did not reach the intended neighbor were dropped by the network because of congestion. Once a neighbor node received the Search packet, it always found the destination node during the second search except again when heavy traffic congestion was present.

Figures 4b and 4c show the performance of NARD when nodes move at 2 m/s and 10 m/s, respectively. Mobility brings both benefits and disadvantages to the performance of NARD. When nodes move, they move around with their corresponding knowledge about routing informa-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data rate</td>
<td>1 pkt/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>100 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node speed</td>
<td>0, 2 and 10 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario size</td>
<td>2200x1200 (m^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of connections</td>
<td>0, 10, 30, 60, 80, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission range</td>
<td>250 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prop. model</td>
<td>two-ray ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scenario generator</td>
<td>setdest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pause time</td>
<td>0 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Simulation Parameters
tion to other nodes in the network. Since mobility makes easier for a node to meet with other nodes, a node increases its overall knowledge of routing information about other nodes as time passes. This is in contrast with the static case where a source node can not retrieve routing information from nodes outside the area covered by the first search. This phenomenon can be observed in Figure 4b where the number of neighbors found in the first search rises faster with respect to the number of connections compared with Figure 4a. On the other hand, mobility makes routing information less reliable because nodes move around as times passes. This can be observed in Figure 4b where some Search packets did not reach their intended neighbor due to broken routes. An extreme example of the impact of mobility can be seen in Figure 4c where only few Search packets reached their intended neighbors, and even if they did, no neighbor found the destination node during the second search. This poor performance can be corrected once the optimum value of $k$ is chosen according to Equation 6. Remember that we use a fixed value of $k$ ($k = 3$) in Figure 4c to focus on the impact of background traffic on NARD’s performance only. In this figure it is likely that the destination node was already located outside the scope of a flooding limited to 3-hops from the neighbor node sending the RREQ.

Figures 5a, 5b and 5c show the number of signaling packets generated by NARD for the $Z + 1$ route-discovery only (this includes the sum of the signaling packets generated during neighbor search and target search phases). For comparison purposes we also plot the signaling overhead of DSR (blind flooding) in the same experiment. As we can observe in these figures, NARD outperforms DSR by a great factor. This again is due to the fact that NARD floods only two small regions of the network as opposed to DSR where the entire network is flooded with control packets.

5.1. NARD versus FRESH

Because FRESH represents the state of the art in efficient route-discovery and possibly the closest competitor we compare its performance with NARD. In FRESH, nodes keep a record of their most recent encounter times with all nodes. Instead of searching for the destination node directly, the source node searches in a limited portion of the network for any node that has encountered the destination node more recently than the source node did itself. This intermediate node (i.e., anchor) then performs a second limited-area search for another node that have encountered the destination node more recently and so on. This procedure continues until the destination is finally reached (see Figure 6b).

In FRESH, the search cost of a single search (i.e., the
area of the network covered during the search) which originates at node \(S\) and terminates at node \(D\) is found as
\[
C_{\text{FRESH}}(S, D) = (\alpha(|X_S - X_D|))^2
\]
for some \(1 < \alpha < 2\). The cost is quadratic with the distance because the number of packet transmissions generated by the search is proportional to the number of nodes located in a circular area of radius \(|X_S - X_D|\) where the flooding takes place. Here \(\alpha\) models the fact that the radius of the search will on average be larger than the distance between the two nodes (in Figures 7 and 8 the authors used \(\alpha = 1.3\)). In FRESH a route-discovery involves \(N\) consecutive searches as depicted in Figure 6b having the following total search cost in terms of packet transmissions [4]:
\[
C_{\text{FRESH}} = \rho \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\alpha(|X_i - X_{i+1}|))^2
\]
(7)

where \(\rho\) is the node density and \(X_i\) is the position of the \(i\)th anchor. We can find an equivalent cost function for NARD as:
\[
C_{\text{NARD}} = \rho(nR)^2 + L\beta |X_S - X_D| + \rho\beta(kR)^2
\]
(8)

The terms in Equation 8 account for the number of signaling packets generated during neighbor-search (first term), transmission of \(L\) Search unicast packets to each of the \(\beta\) neighbors (second term), and packets generated during target search (third term), respectively. Here we used \(\beta = 3\) and \(\epsilon = 99\%\).

Figure 7 and Figure 8 compare the signaling overhead generated by FRESH and NARD during a route-discovery under similar network settings. We took the values of FRESH shown in both figures directly from [4] and no proactive signaling overhead from Hello packets was included for either protocol. In both figures we use \(D = 1\) (unit density) and \(R = 1\) (unit radius) as in [4]. In Figure 7 we kept constant the scope of the second flooding (k=3) and focused on the behavior of the first flooding with respect to the background traffic only. As we can see in this figure

the amount of background traffic has only a limited impact on search cost for NARD. Opposite to Figure 7, in Figure 8 we kept constant the scope of the first flooding (n=3) and focused on the behavior of the second flooding with respect to the age of encounter times and the speed of movement. It can be observed in this figure that only when encounter times are old in high mobility conditions NARD incurs in high costs.

As we can see in Figure 7 and Figure 8, NARD generates less signaling packets than FRESH and this advantage increases as the source-destination distance increases. We believe that the fact that NARD uses unicast packets to cover a significant portion of the search (see Figure 6a) is the key reason of its improved performance. FRESH uses node mobility to actually move location information across the network, NARD on the other hand, uses background traffic to perform a similar task. Since usually traffic forwarding moves information faster than moving nodes, NARD will have fresher information about the location of the destina-
tion node, which translates into less flooding areas and less signaling overhead.

We believe NARD and FRESH do not need to compete but in fact they can complement each other. Because NARD requires some background traffic to work properly, we imagine a framework where a routing protocol can use FRESH in cases where no background traffic is present, and then switch to NARD once some degree of background traffic is detected.

5.2. Future work

There are issues that remain open about NARD and we plan to study in the future. One of them is to study its performance under other mobility models. In NARD we assumed a homogeneous density of nodes in the network, however, a well-known feature of RWP is that it creates a greater density of nodes in the center of the network and this issue needs further study.

6. Conclusions

In this work a novel route-discovery protocol for ad hoc networks called NARD is presented. In NARD, a source node performs a limited-area search looking not only for a destination node, but also for past neighbors of the destination node. Because NARD floods only two small regions of the network, one around the source and another in the vicinity of the destination, it achieves a lower overhead compared with blind-flooding. We implemented NARD in NS2-28 where several scenarios were analyzed varying values such as background traffic and node mobility. From the results we observed that NARD generates less signaling overhead compared with blind-flooding in most scenarios. A downside feature of NARD is that it requires some background traffic to work properly. Fortunately, the simulation results show that even with little traffic NARD shows good performance. A comparison with FRESH showed NARD generates less signaling packets and this advantage increases as the source-destination distance increases. We believe NARD and FRESH can complement each other depending on the amount of background traffic in the network.
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